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Figure S1. Optical microscopy images the bundle of DAE nanowires under alternative UV and visible light irradiation.

Figure S2. Photographs of AAO template containing DAE nanowires before and after UV light irradiation.

Figure S3. Cross polarized microscopy images of single DAE nanowire before and after UV light irradiation.

Figure S4. Flowchart of making DAE nanowires by using AAO template method.
Figure S1. Optical microscopy images the bundle of DAE nanowires. (a) DAE nanowires before light irradiation; (b) DAE nanowires after UV light irradiation and (c) DAE nanowires after visible light irradiation. Scale bar: 30 μm
Figure S2. Photographs of (a) AAO template containing DAE nanowires before UV light irradiation and (b) AAO template containing DAE nanowires after UV light irradiation, diameter of the template is 13 mm.
Figure S3. Cross polarized microscopy images of (a) a single DAE nanowire before UV light irradiation and (b) a single DAE nanowire after UV light irradiation. Scale bar: 20 μm
**Figure S4.** Flowchart of making DAE nanowires by using AAO template method.

1. Drop cast organic solution upon the surface of AAO template
2. Solution will get inside the nano-channels of AAO template
3. Put AAO template into bell jar to evaporate residue solvent gradually
4. Use acid solution to dissolve AAO template
5. Harvest crystal nanowires